
Virtual 
Desktops
Secure Data Access from Untrusted Devices.

Lock Down Access

Virtually Air-gapped 

Support Multi-Factor Auth

Simple, fast, on-demand

Secure access to valuable State 
Resources, even when a user’s 
local computer is untrustworthy.

Virtual Desktops are segmented 
from the user’s local computer, 
preventing lateral cyber attacks. 

Desktop instances can be 
deployed with additional layers 
of authentication.

Desktops are easy to connect to 
and feel just like a user’s normal 
computer.



Daily Patching

Monitor Everything

Allowed Functionality Only 

Create a Hyper-Quiet Network

Desktops are built with the 
latest security patches and 
antivirus software. 

Desktops can push system logs 
to external threat detection/
monitoring systems controlled 
by State officials.

Desktops can be configured to 
permit only specific, allow-list/
administrator-defined actions.

Since so few traffic protocols 
are permitted, any out of band 
traffic or actions will be quickly 
identified. Prevent insider threat, 
ransomware, DDoS, and other 
targeted attacks.
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Technical Specifications

Ubuntu 16.04 LTS & Windows 2016 Servers
Virtual Desktop Interfaces (“VDIs”) can be deployed 
with either Linux or Windows Operating Systems. 
Legacy versions are also available as required.

North American Based Support
Responsive, knowledgeable support teams avail-
able whenever you need them. Guaranteed same-
day response time for any issue.

Malware Quarantine
VDIs are virtually air-gapped from the user’s local 
host, preventing the lateral spread of malware. Fur-
ther, the desktop is entirely destroyed after use.

Connection Methods 
Linux virtual desktops are accessed via an encrypt-
ed, single-use session within a user’s browser. Win-
dows instances are accessed via a secure Remote 
Desktop Protocol (RDP) session deployed with 
unique user credentials. Desktops may be reserved/
launched through Dispel’s Stockpile User Interface. 

Defense in Depth Moving Target Defense
Virtual Desktops have defenses 
at the hypervisor, operating 
system, and application layers.

Desktop instances are rebuilt 
every day with new random IP 
addresses and access URLs. 

Strong Encryption
Transmissions from user to VDI are single-session, 
cloaked, and encrypted. Transmissions to the Voter 
Database are covered by two layers of AES-256 en-
cryption with 4096-bit RSA for initial key exchange. 
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Steps to Reserve and Launch 
Virtual Desktops

Step 1. Access the Dispel Stockpile Interface
The user accesses the Dispel Stockpile interface 
via a URL secured by a Dispel Portal Proxy. Portal 
proxies may be restricted to specific IP addresses 
through custom allow-lists.

Step 3. Single-Session, Encrypted URLs
Each VDI has a randomized URL which only accepts  
HTTPS traffic. Each URL is specific to the VDI and 
only one active connection can occur at a time. 
Windows VDIs require an RDP connection rather 
than a  browser-based connection. 

Step 4. Multi-Factor Authentication
If MFA has been implemented, the user would then 
log-in with their second required authentication 
method.

Step 2. Reserve & Launch a VDI
Once logged in, the user may reserve a virtual 
desktop and launch it directly from the Stockpile 
interface. This Virtual Desktop will be private to 
the user until they either terminate the desktop 
instance or the desktop is naturally terminated after 
an administrator-specified amount of time. 

Step 5. Work
Virtual Desktops work and feel just like the user’s 
traditional desktop, and provide restricted, virtually 
air-gapped access to designated systems. 

Steps to Reserve and Launch 
Virtual Desktops


